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Destination Anywhere
“If you don’t know where you’re going,
any road will take you there”
Have you ever heard somebody say
something like, “little did I expect I’d be
here 15 years later” or something like “I
never thought I’d still be doing this 25
years on”?

What other important things do you leave up to
chance?

The sense from their words that
they somehow expected things to
be different, that life would have
dealt them a different outcome.
Emotions often ranging from simple
disappointment to deepest regret.
So if they didn’t think they’d be here,
where did they expect to be?
The most likely answer is that they
didn’t have a definite destination, but
just not where they ended up!!
With no clear vision for your life, you will
reach your destination, any destination, by
chance not choice.
The question is, is that a gamble you’re
willing to take? Are you even cognisant that
by not giving any real depth of thought and
decision about what you want from life, that
you are leaving it up to chance?

Is it that you don’t believe that you can create
outcomes in your life? Are you just destined to
see what life delivers? Do you really believe that?
Maybe it’s that you just haven’t got around to
it yet, but someday ........... You’re gonna make
stuff happen!!
It’s funny how easily not now becomes never.
Isn’t it John? or Sarah? or Rachel? or you
maybe?

What percentage of the world’s great
achievers adopt this by chance not choice
strategy do you think?
By achievement, by success, I mean,
someone decides what they want and
makes it happen.... in any aspect of life.
I’m not talking gold, Gucci or fast cars!!
It’s about understanding what’s important
to you, its understanding what kind of life
you want to live, its
understanding what
kind of mark you
want to make and
then deciding!!!
Deciding this is
what I want and this
is what I’m going to
DO about it.

DREAM first, then
DECIDE, then DO.

second, or even the third. So go Do, do
again, do differently, feck it up, do more
....... you’ve got to keep doing till it’s done.
That’s why it’s got to be something you’ve
thought about and really want.
If you know what you want but don’t quite
know how to get there, then find somebody
that’s done it already. There’s very, very
little that hasn’t already been done by
somebody before - what worked for them?
To achieve the success, the life you
want.... You’ve got to imagine, decide,
get really clear and be relentless in your
actions to reach your goal.
So it’s time to make your first
decision......
YOUR LIFE by CHANCE? or YOUR LIFE
by CHOICE?

You Decide.

That’s pretty much the formula for success.
Dream, imagine, visualise the life you
want to have, the outcomes you want to
achieve.
You can’t do everything, you must focus,
you must decide..... this is what I want. That
clarity is power.
It eliminates procrastination and wasting
time. You decide what success is for you.
Now DO. DO, do, do, do, and do. Action
is the name of the game. Guess what, it
probably won’t work out first time, or the

Last word
Thanks for taking the time to read our “latest word”
Feedback on our newsletters is always welcome and
gratefully received. joe@fwf.ie.
Contributions to our monthly Framework Financial
Newsletter are made from our Business & Professional
Development Expert, John Byrne.
(Email : john@mindcoach.ie
Phone or Text: 086 8116101)
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